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KUWAIT: The decision to raise the basic interest 
rate on the US dollar took effect on September 21, 
2022. Now the debate is not on the inevitable raise 
for the 5th time during the current year but on its 
rate itself, whether it will be 0.5 percent or 0.75 
percent as in last July. Most analysts believe that 
the raise will be 0.75 percent due to the news and 
analyses about the high inflation rates prevalent in 
the US, the UK and the European Union. 

The driving factor behind the rate policy in 
those countries is primarily the prevailing inflation 
scenario. The target underlying the interest rate 
hike is either increasing the demand cost on funds, 
which means reducing their availability for con-
sumption and investment and their repercussions, 
or the opposite which is curbing their availability to 
operate the economy, ie the economic growth. 
Those countries experienced two-digit inflation 
and coexisted with deep economic stagnation in 
the 1980s, one of the worst eras for the global 
economy in its modern history. 

A similar era will likely reoccur in the 2020s. If 
that happens, the obsession of the monetary and 
financial policy-makers will be the choice between 
the bad and the worse. What provides us with 
some hope is that the international monetary and 
financial administrations have experienced and 

benefited from the 1980s experience; this will 
enable them to exit from the current crisis with the 
lowest costs similar to the post-2008 events versus 
1929 (The Great Depression). 

In fact it is the concern of the advanced 
economies but not the concern of Gulf countries 
though their choices to act in tandem with the inter-
est rate on the US dollar are limited. In July 2022 
increase, the five GCC states, whose currencies are 
pegged to the US dollar, raised their interest rate by 
0.75 percent, similar to the US dollar, not out of fear 
of inflation or concern about development but to 
halt a likely exodus of depositors in their currencies 
to the US dollar as long as their currencies’ 
exchange rates versus the dollar are fixed.  

Kuwait has some flexibility in its monetary poli-
cy because it pegs the Kuwaiti dinar with a basket 
of hard currencies though the dollar’s weight is 
dominant. Therefore, it raised the discount rate on 
the Kuwaiti dinar by half a point twice. The flexibil-
ity margin between the interest rate on the US dol-
lar and that on the Kuwaiti dinar shrank to 0.25-
0.50 in favor of the Kuwaiti dinar, making the CBK 
flexibility margin very meager. Accordingly, we 
believe that Kuwait will raise the interest rate equal 
to that of the US dollar unless the CBK has sup-
porting tools and policies with unknown efficiency. 

Another discount rate hike  
on cards in Kuwait: Analysts

Global inflation scenario could prompt Kuwait CB to go in for a 0.75% rate hike

 

Schiphol CEO quits  
over Amsterdam  
airport chaos 

 
AMSTERDAM: Amsterdam’s Schiphol air-
port chief executive Dick Benschop 
announced Thursday he was stepping down 
following months of continual chaos at one of 
Europe’s largest transport hubs, plagued by 
long queues and baggage handling issues. 

Benschop’s announcement comes as the conti-
nent’s second-largest airport again on Monday 
asked airlines to cancel flights and passengers had 
to stand in line for hours before catching flights. 

“There is a lot of attention, and also criticism, for 
the way in which Schiphol is tackling the problems 
and for my responsibility as CEO,” Benschop said in a 
statement. “I am making room on my own initiative to 
give Schiphol the space to make a new start,” he said. 

Benschop, a former top manager at Shell and 
deputy minister announced his resignation at a 
meeting of the airport’s supervisory board on 
Wednesday night.  “He will remain in his function 
until a successor has been appointed,” Schiphol 
added in the statement. Benschop last month 
blamed the long queues over the summer, which 
saw numerous passengers miss flights despite arriv-
ing hours ahead of departure-on staff shortages as 
the airline industry struggles to recover in the after-
math of the COVID pandemic. Baggage handlers 
earlier this year walked off the job in a wildcat strike 
and lost and unclaimed luggage remains a problem. 
The airport reduced passenger numbers since July 
in an effort to bring down waiting times. 

Schiphol also paid staff bonuses for the busy 
summer months, but those are set to finish at the 
end of September. “Improvements have been 
made over the summer, but these are not 
enough,” said Jaap Winter, who chairs Schiphol’s 
supervisory board. He warned further limitations 
on capacity may be necessary. “As a national and 
international airport, Schiphol must return to the 
level of quality that passengers and airlines are 
accustomed to,” Winter said. 

Passenger numbers at Schiphol plummeted from 
over 70 million in 2019 to 20.8 million in 2020, the 
first year of the pandemic and to 23 million last 
year. In August however 5.2 million passengers 
passed through Schiphol’s gates, as opposed to 3.8 
million last year and 1.8 million in 2020. —AFP

KUWAIT: According to monetary analysts, Kuwait Central Bank is expected to raise deposit rates in tune with the central 
banks around the world in view of the global inflation. —File photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat

TikTok search  
results rife with  
misinformation 

 
SAN FRANCISCO:  TikTok is serving up misinfor-
mation to users searching for news about politics, 
climate change, COVID-19, the war in Ukraine and 
more, according to a report released Wednesday. 

Toxicity and false claims are a “significant threat” 
at TikTok, which is becoming a go-to online venue 
for young people to search for information, accord-
ing to a study by NewsGuard, a media watchdog. 

NewsGuard describes itself as a “journalism and 
technology tool” that rates the credibility of web-
sites and online information. “Even when TikTok’s 
search results yielded little to no misinformation, the 
results were often more polarizing than Google’s,” 
NewsGuard said of its findings. 

NewsGuard in September analyzed the top 20 
results from 27 TikTok searches on news topics, 
finding that 19.5 percent of the videos suggested 
contained false or misleading claims, the report stat-
ed. Researchers said that they compared TikTok and 
Google results from searches for information about 
school shootings, abortion, COVID-19, US elections, 
Russia’s war on the Ukraine and other news. 

False or misleading claims in results included 
conspiracy theories promoted by QAnon and sup-
posed home recipes for hydroxychloroquine, a pre-
scription drug used to treat malaria and lupus, 
according to NewsGuard. TikTok says the method-
ology used in the analysis is flawed, and that it 
makes a priority of fighting misinformation. “Our 
Community Guidelines make clear that we do not 
allow harmful misinformation, including medical mis-
information, and we will remove it from the plat-
form,” a TikTok spokesperson said in response to an 
AFP inquiry. 

“We partner with credible voices to elevate 
authoritative content on topics related to public 
health, and partner with independent fact-checkers 
who help us to assess the accuracy of content.” 

While testifying Wednesday at a Senate hearing 
on social media’s impact on national security, Twitter 
former senior vice president of engineering Alex 
Roetter said that the Chinese government is an 
investor in TikTok parent company Bytedance, and 
that it has incentives to maximize profit and user 
engagement. “The TikTok algorithm pushes educa-
tional science, engineering, and math content on 
Chinese youth while pushing a feed containing 
twerking videos, misinformation, and other destruc-
tive content to US children,” Roetter told Senators. 

Social media companies stand to benefit from 
attention-grabbing online content despite harmful 
effects it may have on society, Roetter said in 

opening remarks. 
“Our terms of service and community guidelines 

are built to help ensure our vision of a safe and 
authentic experience,” TikTok chief operating offi-
cer Vanessa Pappas said at the hearing. 

“Our policies have zero tolerance for disin-
f o r m a t i o n ,  v i o l e n t  e x t r e m i s m  a n d  h a t e f u l 
behavior.”  —AFP

Shell CEO to step  
down, hand reins  
to renewables chief 

 
LONDON: Shell on Thursday announced the exit of 
chief executive Ben van Beurden as the British oil and 
gas giant looks to reinvent itself under group renew-
ables boss Wael Sawan. 

Dutchman van Beurden, 64, will step down at the 
end of 2022 after nine years in charge of the energy 
major and nearly four decades as a Shell employee. 
Van Beurden has presided over rollercoaster oil prices 
fuelled by the COVID pandemic and Russian invasion 
of Ukraine, as well as overseeing a major corporate 
overhaul that saw it ditch “Royal Dutch” from its name. 

The outgoing CEO “can look back with great pride 
on an extraordinary 39-year Shell career”, chairman 
Andrew Mackenzie said in a statement. He said van 
Beurden had been “in the vanguard for the transition 
of Shell to a net zero emissions energy business by 
2050”, adding that he “leaves a financially strong and 
profitable company”. 

Oil and gas prices have rocketed this year, leaving 
Shell “with a robust balance sheet, very strong cash 
generation capability and a compelling set of options 
for growth”, Mackenzie added. 

Shell has faced strong criticism over its net-zero 
plans from the environmental lobby, which accuses it 
of “greenwashing”, or marketing a company as overly 

climate-friendly. Energy companies and businesses 
generally are seeking to slash carbon emissions in line 
with government targets on tackling climate change. 

 
Strategy ‘tweaks’  

Shell hopes Beirut-born Sawan, 48, will boost the 
transition plans. “For a group whose renewable strate-
gy has been somewhat vague, though grand sounding, 
this is a clear marker that Shell intends to change 
this,” said Hargreaves Lansdown analyst Sophie 
Lund-Yates. 

“Change won’t happen overnight, but it’s reason-
able to think that at least tweaks to the existing 
renewable strategy could be on the cards.” Mackenzie 
called Sawan “an exceptional leader, with all the quali-
ties needed to drive Shell safely and profitably 
through its next phase of transition and growth”. 

The incoming boss had a “track record of commer-
cial, operational and transformational success” and a 
deep understanding of Shell and the broader energy 
sector, the chairman added. A dual Lebanese-
Canadian national, Sawan has worked at Shell for 25 
years in various roles in Europe, Africa, Asia and the 
Americas. He is currently director of integrated gas, 
renewables and energy solutions. “I’m looking forward 
to... grasp the opportunities presented by the energy 
transition,” Sawan said in a statement. 

 
Oil price boom  

Van Beurden’s tenure included oil prices collapsing 
into negative territory in 2020, as COVID lockdowns 
ravaged demand. Shell dived into a net loss of $21.7 
billion in 2020 as factories shut and planes were 

grounded. That resulted in the group shedding thou-
sands of jobs, mirroring the likes of British rival BP. 

Oil prices have since rebounded sharply after 
economies reopened from pandemic lockdowns and 
following the attack on Ukraine by major crude pro-
ducer Russia. Gas prices have also surged owing to 
the conflict, resulting in Shell’s net profits rocketing 
more than five-fold to $18 billion in the second quar-
ter of this year. 

This even as van Beurden carried out Shell’s costly 
withdrawal from Russian gas and oil. Soaring profits for 
Shell and BP come as Britain’s faces a cost-of-living cri-
sis, igniting calls for the pair to be slapped with a far 
higher windfall tax than unveiled earlier this year by for-
mer finance minister Rishi Sunak. Last year, Van Beurden 
ushered in a simplification of Shell’s complex structure, 
switching headquarters from the Netherlands to the UK 
and axing Royal Dutch from the front of its name. —AFP 

UK retailer John  
Lewis says inflation  
deepens losses 

 
LONDON: John Lewis Partnership on Thursday 
announced a near doubling of losses as the owner 
of UK department stores and high-end supermar-
kets blamed the nation’s cost-of-living crisis. 

JLP, which runs John Lewis department stores 
and Waitrose supermarkets, posted a net loss of 
£79 million ($91 million) in the first half of the year. 
That compared with a loss after tax of £40.5 mil-
lion a year earlier, it said in a statement. 

Pre-tax losses came in at £99 million, three 
years after JLP posted its first-ever half-year 
shortfall. 

The group has blamed fallout from Brexit, the 
Covid pandemic and now sky-high inflation for its 
recent woes, although the bricks-and-mortar com-
pany has also struggled to compete in the age of 
online shopping. “No one could have predicted the 

scale of the cost of living crisis that has materi-
alised, with energy prices and inflation rising ahead 
of anyone’s expectations,” JLP chair Sharon White 
said in reaction to the latest losses. 

“As a business, we have faced unprecedented 
cost inflation across grocery and general mer-
chandise.” 

Despite this, the group on Thursday said it was 
handing each full-time worker a “cost-of-living” 
payment totaling £500 to boost wages eroded by 
decades-high inflation. It added that it  was 
increasing the entry-level pay for partners by four 
percent, costing the group £10 million in the sec-
ond half. 

Prior to the inflation surge, JLP axed thousands 
of jobs and shut stores during the pandemic. 

The group relies heavily on customers coming 
through its stores in the run-up to Christmas, which 
is traditionally preceded by JLP’s popular festive 
television commercial. “A successful Christmas is 
key for the business given the first half,” White said 
Thursday. “We will need a substantial strengthen-
ing of performance, beyond what we usually 
achieve in the second half, to generate sufficient 
profit to share a partnership bonus.” JLP’s is owned 

by its near-80,000 staff who are partners in the 
firm and traditionally share an annual bonus pot. 
The first John Lewis store opened in 1864 on 
Oxford Street-London’s main shopping thorough-
fare-while Waitrose joined the JLP structure in 
1937.  —AFP

LONDON: John Lewis Partnership on Thursday announced a 
near doubling of losses as the owner of UK department 
stores and high-end supermarkets blamed the nation’s 
cost-of-living crisis.

Ben van Beurden

    Al-Shall Weekly Economic Report

France’s EDF faces  
$29 billion hit  
from nuclear woes 

 
PARIS: French state energy firm EDF said Thursday 
that lower electricity production due to stoppages of 
nuclear reactors would sap its operating profit by 29 
billion euros ($29 billion) in 2022, worse than previ-
ously forecast.  Almost half of France’s reactor fleet is 
offline for maintenance pushed back during the coro-
navirus crisis, or because of problems with corrosion 
uncovered in some emergency cooling systems. 

The company now estimates it will produce “on 
the low end of a range between 280-300 terawatt-
hours” of electricity from its nuclear plants this year, 
well short of the 360 TWh generated in 2021. The 
financial hit is five billion euros higher than the previ-
ous estimate of 24 billion euros. 

While 26 of EDF’s 56 reactors are currently offline, 
EDF executive director Cedric Lewandowski told 
lawmakers Wednesday that five should restart in 
September, five more in October and seven in 
November, with the rest online by February. But the 
firm still forecasts nuclear output below 2021 levels in 
2023 and 2024. Fearing shortages in case of a cold 
winter ahead, Paris has struck a natural gas-for-elec-
tricity deal with Berlin, which is more dependent on 
the fossil fuel that traditional supplier Russia has cut 
following its invasion of Ukraine.—AFP 

WASHINGTON:  (Left to right) Chief Product Officer of 
YouTube Neal Mohan, Chief Operating Officer of TikTok 
Vanessa Pappas, and General Manager of Bluebird of 
Twitter Jay Sullivan testify during a hearing before Senate 
Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committee 
September 14, 2022 in Washington, DC.  —AFP


